
🚦Road Safety🛣 ⚠ 

Urbanization 
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Urbanization 🏚-🏘🏬 and Traffic Congestion🚙🚐🚛 

• Urbanization is the movement of people from rural areas to urban 
areas, mainly Johannesburg in belief that there's better 
education🎓+, more job opportunities,-. better healthcare
🌡💊, more business opportunities and better and more steady 
supply of basic needs in this kind of industrialized area. The fact 
that new malls, shopping 🛒 centers, recreational facilities and 
new housing🏡 built on good locations may sound like good news 
for the city but at the same time it brings a major problem, Traffic. 
Urbanization is the main cause of traffic because the original site 
of a certain settlement is replaced by a CBD and other 
commercial land uses, therefore more transport routes meet here, 
making it the town's most "accessible point," meaning that most 
of the city's population will work here or get their basic 
commodities here. Competition for space is big, resulting in the 
establishment of more buildings and lessening road width.
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Road worthiness 
• This is the ability of any vehicle 🚗 🚕 🚛 to be fit for use 

on the road. For it to be in a suitable working condition, 
it must meet satisfactory standards for safe driving and 
transporting people or baggage of objects. 

• The driver should have a license to ensure that he/she 
is permitted to drive.  

• Car must have spare tire and tool kit in case any 
situation arises. 

• Should have a traffic triangle. 

• First aid kit should be present. 

• Fittings and equipment (including mirrors, safety belts, 
etc.) 

• Proper braking system. 

• Wheels (including tyre condition).
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Drinking 🥃🍷🍺 and driving 🚘
• Drinking while driving 

brings along poor decision 
making.  Alcohol affects 
you in a way that changes 
your judgement, depth 
perception as well as vital 
motor skills required to 
drive safely. The result of 
this irresponsible action 
results in death, not only 
the driver but as well as 
people in your 
surroundings who don't 
deserve such misfortune.
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Potholes 🕳🚧
• Potholes are structural failures on roads. This is due to the presence of 

the water 💦 in the underlying soil.  

• When water gets into the ground,  it expands and eventually freezes then 
contraction occurs weakening the supporting soil. 

•  The immense weight of cars and traffic then fatigues and breaks the 
poorly supported road surface. As this continues all the weak asphalt 
creates a hole in the pavement. 

• One pothole can create more potholes because cars move out the way 
onto the other side of the road, putting twice as more pressure than 
normal with the already existing pothole allowing water to get under the 
road quicker and easier another pothole drops into existence. Now the 
road is unable so drivers move to different routes creating traffic. 

• They can be dangerous, from puncturing your tires to cracking the whole 
axle of your car and on top of that , at speed these can lead to fatal 
injuries.
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Road Maintenance 

• Current Government spending: Economic forum meetings 
have been recently set and as a result the value of the rand 
has declined due to the cabinet reshuffle and corruption, 
treasury is subsidizing extra funds to already well-developed 
areas such as Sandton (in Johannesburg), where massive 
renovations have taken place. However, this government 
spending isn't equally subsidized in less regulated areas 
such as Khayelitsha (in Cape Town). This has led to extreme 
negligence in road safety. Potholes in such residents don't 
get fixed leading to random people trying to fix it by adding 
sand to the hole but it becomes uneven causing accidents, 
so trying to fix it made no difference.
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Actions endangering safety

• Taxis 🚕🚖 tend to overtake other cars when 
there's too much traffic due to pressure when 
talking about time 🕙 , this can often lead to an 
accident. 

• Uneven road structures when people do it 
themselves. 

• Parents A  who aren't aware of their children 
not wearing seat belts endanger the life of their 
children. 

• A few sips of alcohol can still impair people's 
driving. 

• Stress occurs to motorists as time is wasted 
causing job losses or disciplinary actions for 
arriving late at work, bringing decline to the 
economy's productivity.  

• Eating 😮🍕🍟 , reading a paper map 🗺  
instead of using device navigation, talking on 
the cell phone 📱  and arguing 😡🔊😨  with 
passengers also plays a part in this. 

• Most of these actions endanger the life of 
others on the road and brings rise to the 
country's fatality rate. 10



Solutions🌈 brainstormed to try improve safety on roads😃🎉

• Make driving a school 🏫  curriculum for High school students above 15 

• Educate youthNOPQR , relatives and other people about the negative consequences of drinking 
while attempting to drive and the positive outcomes if you don't drink and drive (you are saving your 
life as well as others on the road). 

• Provide adequate drainage structures to reduce potholes 🕳🚕  

• Implement better roadway lighting.💡  

• Create more turn-only lanes, instead of a lot of cars going on one straight road. 

• Request the government as well as businessmen/women TU  to construct/create more jobs in 
other provinces instead of clustering all of them in one province, this will help in reducing a large 
population of people flooding into one province, thus helping in reducing congestion. 

• Make cars 🚗  with fatigue detection (this is for people who work for hours till dusk and slowly fall 
asleep 😴  due to the enduring hours at work). 

• Public awareness (campaign) and messages . Get drunk 😵  drivers off the road. 

• Reinforce the idea of not littering ♻🚯  on the road, especially sharp objects or even dull ones for 
pressure applied by the car tires including the car's mass itself will help in popping the tires. 

• Improve signage in rural and suburban areas because they are often quite poor.
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• Daily checks and regular safety inspection by policemen Z  or women [   who are 
trained well and don't take bribes. Constant checks for a long period of time (maybe 
7-12months) may conclude to people's irresponsibilities on the road. e.g No seat 💺  
belts on, or no license for reassurance that, that person is permitted to drive, overload of 
car passengers required and the faults on the car (such as broken brake lights, reverse 
lights etc.) 

• Increase the height of concrete barriers on the highways with more solid material so that 
vehicles don't topple over, especially vehicles with large mass such as trucks or buses 
when cut off. 

• Urge government to subsidize funds equally between High,Middle and Low income 
residents. 

• Increase visibility on roads. Many crashes result from road users failing to see each 
other in badly lit lights at night . 

• Driverless cars, human error is the top cause of accidents. If we remove that variable, 
our roads could potentially be a lot safer, which is why researchers and engineers are 
perfecting designs for cars to drive themselves. Computer - steered vehicles could 
improve traffic flow , reduce accidents and increase fuel efficiency.
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Extremely important solution regarding life🌧-🌍-☀

Vehicles, traffic and  overheated tar all 
have a detrimental impact on the 

environment. In traffic vehicles are left 
idling for hours releasing greenhouse 
gases into the atmosphere causing air 
pollution ♨ furthermore bringing the 

pressing issue of Global warming. This 
results in uneven weather, bringing 

drought 🥀 on one side and floods 🌊 
on the other. Therefore a substitute for 
asphalt(substance used in tar) should 
be considered even though this will 
contribute a small amount to solving 
this problem. Try put lighter colors on 

cars instead of dark colors which 
attract unnecessary heat.
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